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Chief Minister and Deputy Chief Minister Flagged off a bus carrying the 
accompanied people this historic connectivity as a gesture 

The Project achieved Mega milestone with the completion of end to end 
connectivity 

Island city connecting to the Mainland - Opening up East for Mumbai’s Growth 

Mumbai, 24 May, 2023 

Chief Minister, Shri Eknath Shinde and Deputy Chief Minister, Shri Devendra Fadnavis 
traveled on the Mumbai Trans Harbor Link Project.  At a distance of about 10.5 km from 
land in midth of the sea, they flagged off a bus to celebrate technical connectivity at the 
Interface of PKG 1 & 2 and then further headed towards the mainland of India.  

Stating about the current project progress Hon. Chief Minister, Shri Eknath Shinde said, 
"MTHL project is precursor to vibrant economic growth of Maharashtra. This will 
provide faster connectivity to the Navi Mumbai and Raigad as quick as 20 mins, 
which effectively saves more than 2 and half hours journey as well as fuel money 
and likey to see transformational charges. MMRDA has constructed this 
engineering marvel by using advanced technology, making this sustainable and 
environment friendly. this project is constructed keeping in mind to provide total 
protection to the flamingos, in regulating the nos. of this migratory birds are 
rising. MTHL is connected directly to the JNPT, Mumbai - Pune & Mumbai - Goa 
highway which will reduce the consumption of fuel, carbon emissions & 
transportation cost as I said previously.  I am happy that MMRDA has made 
amendment for the travelers to enjoy the scenic view of the flamingos and sea 
while traveling. This project is very important for MMR and Navi Mumbai as new 
educational institutes, housing societies, IT parks which will helps in creating 
Third Mumbai for sure because of what this project is game changer. Mumbai's 
infrastructure projects such as Metro Rail, benefit the citizens in a big way, the 
MTHL project will be completed by November and will soon be opened to the 
public." 

 

 



By delivering satisfaction on this Mega Milestone achievement Deputy Chief Minister, 
Shri Devendra Fadnavis said, "I am happy as MTHL project have achieved a mega 
and historic milestone as Mumbai is now connected to the Mainland. It is not just 
a bridge but an economic corridor which will be a crucial future project for 
Maharashtra as this project will give scope for expansion to the international 
finance capital Mumbai and helps Maharashtra to become trillion dollar economy. 
This project will also complement the Multimodal Corridor. I heartiest thankful to 
Hon'able Prime Minister, Shri Modi ji and Japan for helping in creating this 
engineering Marvel. Also, many thanks to the team of MMRDA for completing this 
Engineering Marvel in a very short time by overcoming many challenges. Along 
with this project, another important tunnel project will be implemented by 
MMRDA which will enable commuters for reaching to Nariman Point from Orange 
Gate on Eastern Freeway in 5 minutes and will complement many infrastructure 
projects." 

A forty year long pursued dream of island city of Mumbai to have a new direction for its 
expansion is finally coming true. The Mumbai Trans Harbor Project is now nearing 
completion and achieved Mega milestone as Island of Mumbai is now connected to 
mainland of India with the help of this Engineering Marvel. Now, one can technically 
travels from one end to another. Once remaining works are completed, public should be 
able to travel on MTHL by the end of this year. Constraint of geography leading to 
scarcity of land in island city will come to an end, as people will have choice to live and 
work from the Mainland. Mumbai witness horizontal or more organic growth, which was 
mainly North -South, Rail bound earlier. Now crashing the barriers of geographical 
constraints now city will maximum scope for its expansion in terms of land, business, 
employment, real-estate and many more.  

 

“MTHL would be catalyst in bringing positive changes and fiscal growth in 
Mumbai Metropolitan Region. This project will be a Game changer for 
development on eastern part of region having immense untapped potential. 
Crashing the barriers of geographical constraints for expansion of maximum city, 
real estate industry, tourism, hospitality, logistics, can observe growth outside 
Mumbai which is the economic capital of the country. Team MMRDA has achieved 
a major milestone of this project by technically assembling all the of pre-
manufactured components of the bridge. Surfacing and electrical work in 
progress. We anticipate bringing the MTHL into commission by end of the year”,  
said Shri. S.V.R. Srinivas, IAS, Metropolitan Commissioner, MMRDA. 

 



MTHL Project Background 

The Mumbai Metropolitan Region Development Authority is completing the construction 
of the project in collaboration with the Government of India and State Government of 
Maharashtra and resource mobilization from JICA. This project was started in April, 
2018 on ground. This iconic bridge is constructed using State of the Art Japanese 
Technology. This project in total is 22 km long, having 3 + 3 lanes with emergency lanes 
on each carriageway for towing.  

The design of the project involves 16.5 Km on Sea and remaining on land. The bridge 
has features like Anti-Crash Barriers, Intelligent Traffic Monitoring System, sound 
barriers, LED lighting for no discomfort to birds, etc. Self-supporting steel deck design is 
used which was time saving and suitable for the birds. This mega structure is designed 
to sustain in all sorts of natural calamities for next 100 years. Subject experts from 10 
countries and around 14000 skilled laborers worked round the clock in three shifts to get 
this project at this stage well in time. This Engineering Marvel is designed for vehicles 
travelling at the speed of 100 kmph. Carrying capacity of the road is 50 to 60 thousand 
vehicles per day. Moreover, the First in India, Open Road Tolling System, passengers 
need not halt or slow down anywhere to pay toll on MTHL. It shall boost tourism in the 
region. Lesser travel distance will automatically reduce fuel consumption, bringing down 
greenhouse gas emissions.   

MTHL benefits MMR's infra by providing Connectivity to other projects 

As far as the benefits of the project are concerned, there will be interchanges at Sewri in 
Mumbai for direct access from Eastern Freeway running North South as well as 
P’demello road  and Worli- Sewri Elevated Corridor providing East – West connection 
from Mumbai Coastal Road project as well Bandra – Worli Sea Link on western coast of 
Mumbai. Thus, technically from Nariman Point or Bandra, one can have signal- less 
connectivity to the eastern part of the region through MTHL in comparatively very short 
time. It will save more than an hour’s travel time. On the other side of the bridge, 
interchanges are planned at Shivaji Nagar in Ulwe in Navi Mumbai, Uran- Panvel State 
Highway and Chirle on Multi Modal Corridor (MMC). Thus, passengers or fright traffic 
from Navi Mumbai International Airport (NMIA), JNPT, Pune or Goa can enter into 
Mumbai effortlessly. This bridge is located in Mumbai Bay having Mumbai Port on one 
side and Javahar Lal Nehru Port (JNPT) on the other.  

 

 

 



MMRDA implemented majors to avoid disturbance to other Utilities 

This bridge is designed taking into consideration large vessels, fishing boats, undersea 
pipelines carrying crude oil, and maintaining privacy of sensitive areas such as the 
Bhabha Atomic Research Centre (BARC), Oil terminals of BPCL, etc. MMRDA has tried 
to have minimum disturbance to the environmental features like natural habitat of 
migratory birds, especially flamingos, mangroves, mudflats, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 














